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Introduction
• First goal is to share what I know from working in North
America, Europe, India, Western Pacific and Caribbean
• Second goal is to learn from your experiences in South
Africa and elsewhere
• Leading characteristics of my approach to evaluation:
–
–
–
–
–

Mostly do formative or developmental evaluation,
I mostly use emergent designs,
I favor structured information gathering,
Programs see my role as an improvement ally,
Key decision makers learn of important observations and their
implications, and my advice, during the evaluation. Reports
synthesize what they have already heard.

• Speaking as individual, not representing any federal or
state agencies or foundations, nor are the views I report
necessarily theirs
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Topics
• Will talk about use of
evaluation from a practical
viewpoint, and the lessons
from reflecting on my
recent work,
• Propose a way of thinking
about use that I find more
succinct and salient that the
very extensive discussion in
the evaluation literature,
and
• Suggest some tendencies
and habits in evaluation
that undermine use.
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Key Concepts
• Three types of evaluation:
– Summative evaluation judges the merit or worth of a program. Decisions
typically are about the continuation or replication of the program. Programs
should already be known to be performing well, usually with assistance of
formative evaluations.
– Formative evaluation is about obtaining information, insights and providing
advice to help programs improve. This is used in decisions to modify the
program to improve its effectiveness.
– Developmental evaluation helps programs navigate their way in very complex
settings to identify and test approaches that will likely work.

• Program logic, logic models, and a theory of change are ways of capturing
the problem the program is addressing and how it thinks it will succeed –
i.e. what it needs to achieve to be successful.
• Evaluation must be ethical and useful, feasible, and the quality of the
information must be good enough for the decisions likely to be made.
Evaluators aim to be able to judge what the program has contributed
relative to a reasonable alternative, although we might not always
address this specifically in any given evaluation undertaking.
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Setting
• Evaluation is integral to management and
operations of the Packard Foundation
• Each program and subprogram is expected to
be working with an evaluator on an ongoing
basis, and to have periodic substantial
evaluations
• Origins of applying DE in the Science program
can be traced to our evaluation of the
Ecosystem Based Initiative completed in 2009
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I: Evaluation of the Ecosystem
Based Management (EBM) Initiative
• EBM recognized the failures of siloed not linkedup governance for coastal marine resources and
promoted an ecosystem based management and
science approach
• The EBM Initiative invested approximately USD
25 million over four years towards establishing
EBM as the norm for coastal marine
management
– This was the first substantial direct investment
towards EBM
– Others, especially NOAA, were contributing but not
on this scale or as explicitly
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Approach to the EBM Evaluation
• Emergent design included site visits, interviews, and
web surveys of grantees and the broad EBM field.
• Collaborative approach was used at the request of the
program and was also the approach we wanted to use.
• Information and advice was brought to the program as
it formed to facilitate engagement of the program, and
collaboratively to assess importance and need for
additional inquiry.
• Program began using evaluation to revise the program
before we were half way through.
• Evaluation had high level of credibility and legitimacy
with program, grantees and the field.
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Main Findings and Observations
– Program Design

• Program theory was implausible:
1. Three separate strategies (knowledge, tools and
practice) were not connected to each other
2. Leading mechanism of change was - science,
focusing on ecosystem issues published in peer
reviewed venues, would develop advocacy and
lead to change in management approaches

• By committing almost 60% of the funding in
year one the Initiative could not adapt to
emerging opportunities and needs
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Main Findings and Observations
– Strategies
• No evidence that the tools (decision support software and models) and
knowledge projects were used by undertakings pursuing EBM in practice.
 Advised that science for EBM should be use driven directed to supporting EBM in
practice and learning from these efforts

• Pursuit of EBM in practice at seven sites in California, Mexico and Western
Pacific was almost exclusively on more science; they did not address human
systems including management structures.
 Advised that EBM was linked human and natural systems and that the projects
needed to shift their focus and acquire the capacity to work with human systems

• Donor bias was towards quality science indicated by peer reviewed
publication.
 Advised need to shift focus to achieving results in complex setting of linked
human and natural systems using their excellent “relationship grantmaking”
approach as the mechanism
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First Revealed Paradigm in Science – Complex
Means Complex Natural Systems
Far from

Certainty

• The revealed preference for
scientists confronted with
complexity is more science.

Close to

– Referred to as the loading dock
approach to bringing science to
management

Simple

Close to

Agreement

Far from

• >70% of grant budgets for EBM in
practice was on more science
• Decision makers often have little
time and attention for any but the
most pressing issues; scientists
often have little interest in problems
that have large policy, but little
scientific, import. (Mitchell, Ronald B.,
William C. Clark, David W. Cash, and Nancy M.
Dickson, eds. 2006. Global Environmental
Assessments: Information and Influence.
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. p.17)
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•

Example of Theory of Change from
Figure to the right is the theory of
this Preference

change we derived for one of the best
regarded EBM in practice
investments, in the Raja Ampat area
of Indonesia
• Excellent science made some
important new discoveries such as
habitat of endangered turtles and
other species, and the resilience of
coral species
• Not unreasonable process for
communicating science
• Change entirely contingent on passing
and enforcing regulations in a remote,
sparsely populated, poor area of
Indonesia where major international
resource extractors are accustomed
to a free hand and rule of law is
distant
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Outputs
Research filling
critical gaps in
EBM science
conducted,
published and
disseminated.
Policy and legal
landscape to
support EBM
mapped and
understood.
Database of EBM
case studies
created and
disseminated.
Best Practices for
EBM of coastal
marine systems
developed.

Second Revealed Paradigm in Science –
How Science Knowledge Gets Used
Short Term Outcomes
(within two years)
Increased salience of EBM
within scientific and policy
communities
Seminal publication/s on
EBM science and practice
Increased salience of EBM
best practices within
practitioner community

Intermediate Outcomes
(within four years)
Academic, government and
NGO scientists embrace and
use EBM principles and ideas
Practitioners adopt and use
EBM best practices
Long Term Outcomes (five
plus years)
Accepted body of EBM science
and best practices

Goal
EBM is the norm for
management of coastal
marine systems throughout
the world
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Evaluation Pointed to Lack of Use of Science and
the Implications of the Underlying Paradigms
• Scientists tend towards a logical positivist or rational
actor approach to policy decisions where decision
makers undertake a careful analysis of the costs and
benefits of available alternatives, choosing those that
best further their objectives given their resource
constraints. Policymakers are assumed to desire—and
be consistently open to new information since it helps
them better achieve their objectives (Mitchell, et al,
2009, p. 8)
• In reality, decision makers often have little time and
attention for any but the most pressing issues;
scientists often have little interest in problems that
have large policy, but little scientific, import.
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•
•
•

•

EBM Initiative Cut, but Pump Primed for
Developmental Evaluation
Management recommended ending the EBM
Initiative and this was accepted by Trustees.
The evaluation recommended major changes in
approach to build on what had been established.
Endowment declined significantly and there was
no longer any political capital for EBM amoung
Trustees.
However, the remaining program officer heard
the thematic critique from the evaluation and
sought to incorporate them into the remaining
elements of the Science program.
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II: Evaluating Science Programs
• Revised science program incorporated main
observations from the EBM evaluation:
– Theme was Science Use – later refined to Linking
Knowledge with Action (LKwA)
– Incorporated complexity thinking, emergent designs,
accepted that good lessons can come from well intended
but unsuccessful grants
– Accepted program needs to address linked natural and
human systems, not just natural systems
– Project rather than grant focused
– Proactive grantmaking reflecting EMB Initiative approach
– Accepted that grantee proposals might need refinement
post funding decision to become a bankable project, and
that a theory of change was central
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Evaluation at the Packard
Foundation
• Evaluation is an important part of culture, program
oversight and program improvement at Packard
Foundation.
– Programs expected to have an evaluator to work with,
conduct substantial evaluations every 4-5 years.

• Evaluation Director focused on useful evaluation,
strong advocate of work of Michael Patton (MQP).
– Took Science program officer to annual donor meetings
where MQP was one of two keynote presenters.

• Program officer began exploring Developmental
Evaluation (DE) for Science Program.
– Work I was doing was labeled DE (appropriately)
– MQP provides advisory services to us, and to Evaluation
Director
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DE Suits Science Program
• Origins of DE go to the mid 1990s
– MQP first publication was in a special edition of the Canadian Journal of
Program Evaluation I edited (he then called it organizational evaluation)
– A number of us found we were doing similar things that we felt was
evaluation but most of our colleagues did not

• DE is developmental in that it aids programs that are addressing complex
and uncertain issues where the received program wisdom is weak or not
working to systematically focus and monitor trials, over time identifying
and refining the most promising undertakings and developing those.
• DE should be followed by formative evaluation to improve the most
promising undertakings to where they are ready for consideration for
replication or increasing the scale. They are then ready for inclusion in
summative evaluation to judge the most efficacious approach.
• Science program operates in complex settings; use of knowledge is highly
contingent with high levels of ambiguity and without an established
theory of change.
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III: Developmental Evaluation
with the Science Program

• The approach has emerged over the first nine
months.
– Develop a theory of change
– Review funded projects against theory of change
– Work with selected projects to enhance their
approach through limited TA and application of
LKwA, and develop/agree on monitoring
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Draft LKwA Theory of Change for
a
the Science Program

• d
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About LKwA Theory of Change

• Based on work of Bill Clark and his colleagues
(Mitchell, et al, 2006)
• Viewed as the starting point; learning from
the experience of the Science Program, we
will refine the theory of change
• Closely parallels what we know from the
research on evaluation use and influence
– I regard this as a more succinct and useful
articulation of use
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Use of LKwA Theory of
Change
• Program
– Provides a unified strategy for grant selection and oversight
– Provides a frame for assessing the likelihood of grant being successful,
given what we know about knowledge use
– Challenge with grants that do not fit LKwA
• First step is to see if there is benefit and rationale for enhancing LKwA (e.g.
what about existing knowledge?)
• Otherwise grants should not be funded unless there is a strategic rationale for
funding

• Project
– Mainly science grantees have same capacity issues as with EBM
grantees
• Without TA and LKwA we can predict low level of success

– TA available to grantee on request to help develop their program logic
and monitoring plan
– LKwA provides guidance with the horizontal axis in Stacey matrix in
slide 10
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Example – Initial Logic
Developed by Project

Main Project
Activities

Actions

Synthesize
1. Conduct pilot available data
N assessment in on N flows in
CA
CA and develop
N budget

Intermediate
outcomes
Series of maps
showing N inputs,
outputs, and losses
at county and
watershed scales

Step along
impact pathway
(1)
communicate
information
about sources
and magnitude
of N flows

Step along
impact
pathway (2)

ID priority areas
for intervention

Interactive websites
publications
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Example – Next Logic Developed by Project
d
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Example – Next Logic with
More TA
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Example – Project Team Sent Back to
Leadership to Articulate their Logic
• Excellent project leader, former Director of a CGIAR
unit
– Has good capacity in LKwA

• Why is it taking so much effort?
– Leadership busy, many other responsibilities
– Project slow to mobilize
– Staffing is post doctoral, whose career is enhanced with
the default paradigm of knowledge use
– But half the grant gone already

• They have capacity with leadership engaged and it is
better if they do this themselves
• Without intervention, the project would founder
because default paradigms would be followed
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Three Other Examples
• Project 1 – targeting change in national fishery regulations and
enforcement
– Proposal stated outcomes (outputs really) would be a report, peer reviewed
publications and two PhD thesis completions
– Provide TA to project to “tell the story” of how they will gain the change in
policy and enforcement, using LKwA as frame

• Project 2 – targeting new water standard regulations
– Project approach well aligned with LKwA, no identifiable gaps within their
reach
– Project has reviewed LKwA, identified main elements that apply to them and
we are discussing monitoring

• Project 3 – targeting significant growth in sustainability standards
worldwide through agreed standards code for measuring impacts and
audit procedures for these
– Project approach somewhat aligned with LKwA but weak on diffusion, has not
thought about the mechanisms of change that will lead members and
partners to adopt the new code
– Project will address shortcomings informed by LKwA as well as draft a
monitoring plan that we will discuss
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By the End of the Year
• DE work will have significantly contributed to
prospects for success of selected projects
• Grant selection should align with LKwA
• Grantees and program will be exhibiting
evaluative thinking
• Monitoring data will provide basis for adaptive
management of grant portfolio and individual
projects
• Updated LKwA based on project and program
experience.
• DE work will be evaluated. Any suggestions?
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Reflections and Observations on
Developmental Evaluation

• Utility
– It is proving to be a valuable approach to shifting
projects and program
– Prospects are very positive
– Welcomed by projects none of whom are
reporting it burdensome or intrusive
– In large part DE has provided a label for what I
would have done anyway
– Label has credibility without which I suspect this
would be much more difficult
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Reflections and
Observations Continued
• Approach
– Necessary to create comfort talking with representative of
donor about problems and shortcomings
– They need to own all the decisions, from inviting TA,
completing the outcome mapping themselves, developing
the monitoring plan, etc.
– DE role is to help them acquire and articulate a plausible
logic for what they have committed to achieving, and a
means to monitor progress as input to adaptive
management of the grant
– DE involves provision of the technical tools of evaluation,
acknowledgement that their endeavor is difficult and
complex, confidence from credibility of the source of TA
and the assurance that falling short is OK, but not pursuing
a credible approach is not
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Reflections and
Observations Continued

• Program
– The program is complex and needs to develop new
approaches to grantmaking, given innovations such
as:
• Projects not grants
• More proactive approach to grantmaking, continued
engagement with projects beyond grant award and
reporting, and including TA for DE

– DE is an important change mechanism for
transforming the program to these new approaches
– Need to remain aware of context including
organizational culture and performance expectations
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